Good Afternoon, Colleagues
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Class Discussion

- Danny Loffredo on Bid Sniping
Roth, Ockenfels Methodology

- Field studies vs. laboratory ones

- Footnote 21: “complements, not substitutes”
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• Any reason to prefer eBay style over Amazon?
• Which is most allocatively efficient?
• Based on results, what should eBay/Amazon do?
  – footnote 26
Shill Bidding

● In which case is shill bidding easier?
Shill Bidding

• In which case is shill bidding easier?

• Is it legal? Detectable?
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• How is it implicit collusion against seller?

• Anti-sniping tactics:
  – Close after little activity
  – “Tuzzers”

• How does it help flexibility? (substitutable goods)

• Does it help determine your own value?

• Impatience - A missing explanation?
If observed in practice, why called anomalies?
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• If observed in practice, why called anomalies?
  – Other anomalies (Harish)

• Satus Quo bias related to risk aversion?
  – Did experiments in this paper entail risk?
  – Could this still be the “explanation” for the effect?
  – Is there a way to determine it?

• Did scarcity of mugs play a role?
  – 1 for every 2 people, just trade with one person...